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About This Game

MORGENSHTERN: easygame is a dynamic fighting game in which you have to fight with different opponents using martial
arts techniques. You are waited by ten interesting fights with absolutely unpredictable opponents.

Corrupt bloggers, rappers and other personalities will meet you during the game. Each subsequent fight is more difficult than
the previous one. The number and strength of the enemy will increase, but at the same time you'll receive new abilities that can

help win a victory.
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Use different combat tactics, defend yourself or move away from strikes and attack, successfully choosing moments. Your
opponents will constantly try to stand in your way or kill you! But this isn't a reason to stop, because strong-willed people (such

as Morgenshtern) don't give up!

Features:
-Good music from MORGENSHTERN

-Full and realistic graphics
-Unique gameplay, worked out fighting animations.

-Various opponents
-The style of the main character

-Morgenshtern - the main character !!!
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Title: MORGENSHTERN
Genre: Action, Indie, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
easygame
Publisher:
easygame
Release Date: 13 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Win 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 450

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: You may need to update the driver for your video card and sound card

English,Russian,French,Italian,German,Portuguese,Ukrainian
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Another wonderful Ebi-Hime yuri game. It\u2019s getting to be a habit :) This one is about food. Well, not really, but
kind\u2019a. No, it\u2019s about a little demon girl from hell threatening to reap your soul if you don\u2019t feed her\u2026
So, you feed her, or this is one short game, lemme tell ya\u2019. -Of course, the demon turns out to be quite lovely and
enchanting (as long as you feed her!). It\u2019s a lovely journey through some of Japan\u2019s most well-known dishes, along
with images and descriptions thereof (yes, you will raid your cupboards, pantries and fridges more than once during this game).
And it\u2019s quite a long game too, at least if you want to explore all the roads and avenues our main characters can travel.
Lovely game, long game, highly recommended, and now I\u2019m hungry again\u2026. One of the first Logistical
puzzle\/transport games I completed. Very much enjoyed it! Somehow the graphics don't seem to matter once you get going on
it. Mostly quite easy, but some cities take some thought.. Like most indie multiplayer only games, online is dead.. Good fun top
down Sci-Fi Action game.. Unimpressive. While the general idea is nice, the gameplay is very repetitive with various items
found hardly making a difference. There isn't a big goal to achieve (like in, say FTL), just score to get for amassing generic
artefacts or items (I appreciate the descriptions, but all alien species are the same, just with different picture).
For me, it's a dissapointment not worth the money.. How do i do the lewd?
In all seriousness get a game pad or a stick and fix the buttons to a format that you know and confortable with.
i use the blazblue\/arcana heart set up
its very pretty
music is jammin'
How do i combo?
and how do I do lewd finishers?

8\/10 a552phat
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Mind blown!

What an experience. I loved it :D. Just to support the devs.. This game does not support inverted mouse controls so made it
unplayable for me. To leave out such a fundamental standard control option is an oversight.. AT A GLANCE

Nah Bad!

IN DEPTH

A fairly slick tribute to the 1986 era of NES games all the way to it's simple 64-color design scheme and basic gameplay.
Unfortunately, not exspecially deep. It gets a tentative reccommendation as I would routinely spend $5 to rent a game like this
back when I was in Dinosaur School and would not have regretted playing this.

It's super short too.
If you played these games as kid like I did, expect it to last one afternoon tops.

Other than that, this is a solid "Our First Video Game" and I hope they make more.

The biggest problem is the unreliable jumping physics. There are plenty of places (the dropping platforms in particular) where
you will die simply because the game never registered the landing. This is what "80s hard" really means: the crude programming
meant a lot of cheap deaths. Fortunately, the game eschews checkpoints in favor of unlimited lives. ★☆☆. Like a good
challanging zombies game? this is the game for y'all.. The game cost me \u20ac0.25 with a 75% off coupon. You get 3 trading
cards from the game worth (very surprisingly) \u20ac0.08 each, so that means the trading cards are worth \u20ac0.24. Therefore
the game only cost me 1 single cent (penny)... and yet I still feel ripped off.. I used to have this game on a disk years ago but I
lost it and I spent years trying to remember what the game is. Now I have found it. This game is very hard and the story is very
confusing. I've still not got passed the first level. The controls are very annoying since it only uses your mouse, but if you want a
very weird game from the 90's and you have the time and patience to play it. I reccomend it.. Stay the way exactly you are
Japan, this is why we love you.
Not everyone in other countries is a crazy snowflake or a puritan and wants you to remove content from your games and do not
listen to those people or sony.
Thank you for keeping Intimacy mode that Sony removed from its version because they decided that lewding pretty anime girls
is not okay anymore, but massacring people is great fun and all!
There is nothing wrong with killing people in a game or lewding anime girls because  SURPRISE ITS FICTION 
If you liked previous Senran Kagura games you'll like this one it looks even better than before
If you like lewding pretty anime girls this game is for you too there is a bunch of costumes that you can dress them up too.
Just be careful and stay away from Katsuragi because she will grope your♥♥♥♥♥♥
The only problem that I have is the fact that the text keeps running and you can't stop it in the non 3D parts which is just very
annoying.. Team Fortress 2 is free.

Freebie isn't.. Just finished my playthrough. Worth every penny.
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